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Abstract

The present master thesis concerns a study of collimator designs for a high-spatial-resolution
Gamma Emission Tomography (GET) instrument for used fuels utilizing Monte Carlo
simulation codes. Designing a collimator for this purpose is a multilateral process that requires
many interconnected and conflicting objectives to be taken into consideration. The purpose is
to design a high-spatial-resolution GET system that combines in the best way the properties of
a high detector count-rate, high photopeak to total spectrum ratio, low detector dead time and
low leaking background radiation through the collimator material. As to achieve the best tradeoff among these objectives, the GEANT4 and the Serpent 2 simulation codes were
implemented. Used fuel contains various γ-ray emitting radionuclides and depending on the
burnup history and cooling time their absolute intensities vary (i.e. for higher γ-ray intensity
from the fuel, bigger collimator length is demanded). For this reason, Serpent 2 was used to
produce long- and short-cooled fuel gamma emission spectra of low and high burnup.
According to the obtained spectra, the collimator slit dimensions and material were determined.
As far as the collimator length and material is concerned, the GEANT4 simulation toolkit was
used to deal with shielding problems by applying the geometry splitting/Russian roulette
variance reduction techniques. Serpent 2 simulations were performed in order to determine the
transmitted signal intensity through the slit for various slit height and width dimensions. Finally,
it was investigated the peak-to-total ratio change for different slit sizes and when a cavity
structure was added along the slit length.
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gammaemissionstomografi (GET) av använt kärnbränsle genom att använda Monte Carlosimuleringskoder. Att konstruera en kollimator för detta syfte är en process som kräver hänsyn
till sammankopplande och ibland konflikterande målsättningar. Målet är att designa en GETsystem som på bästa sätt kombinerar följande specifikationer: hög räknehastighet i detektorn,
hög peak-to-total ratio, låg detektors dödtid och låg bakgrund från läckage genom
skärmingsmaterialet. För att uppnå bästa möjliga resultat mellan dessa punkter användes
simuleringskoderna GEANT4 och Serpent 2. Använt kärnbränsle innehåller varierande
radionuklider och beroende på deras utbränning och nedkylningstid deras emissioner
(absolutintensitet) varierar (t.ex större kollimatorers längd krävs vid högre intensitet från
bränslet). Serpent 2 har använts för att beräkna gammaemisionsspektra för lång- och kort-kylda
bränslen med låga och höga utbränningar. Med dessa hypotetiska bränslen, har
spaltdimensioner och material undersökts. Beträffande spaltlängden och materialval användes
GEANT4 genom att tillämpa variansreduktionsteknikerna geometry splitting/Russian roulette.
Spaltbredden och spalthöjden hittades med Serpent 2 genom att beräkna transmissionssignal
genom spalter av varierande dimensioner. Slutligen, undersöktes hur peak-to-total ratio ändras
för olika spaltmått och även när en kavitet introduceras i kollimatorn.
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1. Introduction
Used nuclear fuels are highly radioactive consisting of many gamma emitting radionuclides of
various half-lives. This information can be utilized in non-destructive assay, for example using
Gamma Emission Tomography (GET) [1-4]. GET aims to depict the way the gamma emitters
are distributed in a fuel assembly using spectroscopic measurement data. This technique aids in
fuel inspections without the necessity of dismantling the fuel assembly [1]. Specifically, results
of such investigations can be utilized for the fuel optimization via the diagnosis of the fuel
behavior during fission. They can also determine important fuel-related parameters, such as the
fuel burnup, the cooling time [5] and the fission gas release [1]. Apart from these, GET finds
also applications in fields like nuclear safeguards [4], for instance with the recognition of fuel
partial defects, without any a priori information from the reactor operator and in nuclear
forensics, for example with fuel age dating [6].

As to achieve the extraction of all these valuable data from a nuclear fuel, it is important to use
a well-deigned GET system. Currently, a new GET instrument, optimized for high spatial
resolution is being planned at the division of Applied Nuclear Physics at Uppsala University.
This specific master thesis aims to contribute to the design and optimization of this instrument
by studying the response of the collimator using the Monte Carlo simulation method. As to
optimize the collimator design, many parameters should be taken into account.

A collimator consists of two main components: an absorber material and a well-defined slit
through the absorber. As far as the material choice is concerned, a high-density material with
good machinability performance that is able to prevent unwanted background radiation
reaching the detector of the GET system from other directions than the slit aperture is required.
Concerning the slit, the dimensions of length, width and height should be examined so that they
will offer in the most efficient way:
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Table 1. The objectives of the collimator design [4], [7]

i.

High spatial resolution

ii.

High detector count rate

iii.

Low background radiation:
a) Low leakage from the collimator material to the detector
b) High photopeak to total spectrum ratio (i.e. by less Compton scattered γ-ray
contribution from the collimator material)

iv.

Low detector dead time

Aiming at the design of a high spatial resolution GET instrument, a conflicting situation
between the collimator parameters is created:
❖ A material that limits the unwanted background from leak-through radiation to the detector is
helpful, allows for increased full energy photopeak efficiency. The material that limits the
background radiation with the minimum required length offers a higher full energy photopeak
detector count-rate, since it allows the detector to be placed closer to the fuel. In parallel, a very
close distance could cause the disadvantage of the detector’s saturation.
❖ A very narrow slit width could offer high spatial resolution, but it also decreases the detector
count rate. This may be extra problematic for the long-cooled fuels that are less radioactive than
the short-cooled ones. Correspondingly, a very wide slit could enhance the detector signal, but
also reduce the obtainable spatial resolution and cause detector dead-time issues.

According to the above, it is obvious that a trade-off between all these conflicting interconnected objectives should be investigated as to determine the collimator response. As to
examine the collimator parameters, example source spectra of representative nuclear fuel
histories were created. Spectra both with short cooling time (as to create an intense spectrum)
and with long cooling time (where the 137Cs radionuclide that is used in fuel inspection analysis
dominates) were produced and used as the source term in radiation transport simulations. The
spectra were simulated with Serpent 2 [8], using the GetEmissions.m function [9] that involves
a two-step simulation process: a burnup simulation that produces the isotopic fuel composition
according to the fuel specifications and a photon mode simulation that provides the gamma
source spectrum in terms of gamma source absolute intensity (photons/s) for each discrete
gamma ray line. In addition, mass attenuation coefficients are calculated for selected energies.
8

Having a well-defined fuel source absolute intensity, the collimator material and length were
investigated by means of GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulations [10]. GEANT4 was selected,
because in this kind of γ-ray deep penetration shielding studies, variance reduction techniques
should be utilized and in Serpent 2 these techniques are under development. Specifically, the
variance reduction techniques of geometry splitting/Russian roulette were used. Three materials
were examined: densimet, lead and 316 stainless steel (316S Steel). The material compositions
are mentioned in Table 4. The collimator’s length that limits the unwanted background radiation
through the collimator material under different levels (i.e. 1 photon/s, 10 photons/s, 100
photons/s) was determined. Densimet was found to be the superior material that offers the
smallest permissible distance between the fuel and the detector. For the scope of this thesis
densimet was used as the fixed collimator material and the length that corresponds to leaking
background radiation contribution level less than 1 photon/s was selected for further
investigations.
Consequently, using this material as the collimator’s design material for the GET device the
dimensioning of the slit was studied with Serpent 2 radiation transport simulations. Various
simulations were performed for varied slit heights, widths and lengths as to determine the signal
(photons per second that crosses a plane) at the end of the collimator slit. These simulations
were used to make a preliminary determination of the collimators absorbing length, and may
also be used in the future as validation data to analytical calculations of the leak through
intensity through shielding material.

Finally, aiming at increasing the ratio of the full energy photopeak over the total spectrum, the
performance of a cavity structure placed along the slit was investigated. The idea behind these
trials was to remove the scattered flux in the slit that reaches the detector.
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2. Theory
2.1 Monte Carlo simulations
There are two ways to follow in order to describe the behavior of a particle’s population: the
deterministic and the probabilistic. In the first one, the Boltzmann’s equation of the kinetic
theory should be solved utilizing algebraic equations. When analytical solutions are not easy to
be applied then numerical solutions can be provided. Usually simplifications are needed and as
a consequence systematic errors are introduced in the models under study.
As far as the probabilistic approach is concerned, Monte Carlo codes are used as to simulate a
physical system, a device or an experimental setup. In that way experimental data that already
exist can be validated or data can also be predicted for areas where the experiments cannot be
conducted or are time and money expensive. The performance of scientific instruments under
construction can also be assessed and investigations for how to increase their performance can
be studied. The uncertainties of this methods are statistical [11].
In this particular thesis, the Monte Carlo method is used. Via this method, particles are
simulated (i.e. the way they interact in materials, the production of secondary particles etc.) in
different geometrical cells constituting a limited “universe”. Events are sampled randomly in
space using pseudo-number generators and their average behavior is extracted as to define a
sought physical quantity. As to determine the desirable quantity (i.e. particles flux, particles
collisions) in the region of interest, usually the corresponding estimators (tallies) are used (the
class used in GEANT4 simulations is called G4VScorer) [12]. Increasing the number of starting
particles, the average of the estimator will converge to the true average, however, due to the
time-limitation, only a finite number of trials can be performed and as a result the dominating
error of Monte Carlo simulations is often statistical.

2.2 Analog versus Non-Analog Monte Carlo techniques
An analog Monte Carlo simulation aims to achieve a true representation of the involved physics,
by simulating the particle’s histories exactly as they are in reality using cross section tables or
theoretical models. The sampling of particles follows the natural probability distributions and
as a result this method provide reliable results, if the modelling and the geometry of the system
has been performed correctly. Due to the fact that this process follows the real situation, for
10

some particular applications like deep penetration shielding problems it can be extremely
inefficient. In this kind of problems, analog Monte Carlo offers a slow convergence at the
results. As to compensate that, the user should increase the number of particle histories, but in
parallel this action will cause an increment of the simulation time to sometimes unmanageable
levels.
In this master thesis, the collimator material is intended to be selected such as to prevent
unwanted leaking radiation to be detected from the detector system. This rises a shielding
problem that requires an examination of the scattered and the unscattered flux components of
γ-rays transmitted through the collimator material. Dealing with this problem, it was found
difficult to reach statistical convergence with analog Monte Carlo techniques for big collimator
lengths, which is a consequence of the very low probability (~10-14 for a 33 cm densimet
absorber) of the photons emitted by the fuels defined in case 1, 2 in Table 3 to reach the detector
region and for that reason non-analog techniques were implemented using the GEANT4
simulation toolkit.
Non-analog Monte Carlo methods aim to reduce the computational time and predict rare events
in regions that the analog methods fail. These techniques achieve a faster convergence and they
also predict the correct mean value with a reduced variance (σ2). For this reason, they are called
variance reduction techniques (or biasing techniques). The problem with these methods is that
they can easily lead to wrong results. An example could be an estimator that has a contribution
of a scattering material or of secondary particles that the user has not predicted a priori in the
model. For such reasons, caution is needed [11].
There are many variance reduction techniques [12-15]. In the current thesis, the population
control technique via geometry splitting and Russian roulette is used. This technique is one of
the safest and oldest methods, but the user should again be careful with the modelling. The
geometry is separated into more and less important regions by the introduction of an importance
number. The importance number is recommended to be increased between the neighboring
regions by a factor of 2-8, but more than 8 is not recommended [14]. The aim is to try keeping
the particles population constant along the successive regions of the e.g. shielding material from
the source to region of interest, as to compensate the continuous decrease of the particles
number that happens in an analog simulation due to the strong attenuation when they traverse
long and dense shielding materials. As to achieve that when a particle crosses to region of
greater importance then it splits (geometry splitting) into a number of particles that is defined
by the multiplication factor (P):
11

𝑃=

𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝐼𝑜𝑙𝑑

(Equation 1)

Where Inew is the importance of the region the particle enters and Iold the importance of the
region that the particle leaves. As to counterbalance that, a weight (w) is assigned to the
newborn particles:
w=I

1

(Equation 2 )

new

In contrast with the geometry splitting that is used to enhance the statistical convergence to the
region of interest, the Russian roulette is used as to diminish the tracking of the unimportant
contributions. When a particle enters a less important region the probability of survival is less
than one. The multiplication factor, which now can also be called survival probability is given
by Equation 1. The weight for the surviving particles increases according to Equation 2 [12].
In the following figure is represented the geometry splitting and the Russian roulette for a case
where the importance factor increases by a factor of 4 between neighboring cells (the same
factor of 4 was used in the GEANT4 simulations in this thesis).

Figure 1. Representation of Geometry Splitting and Russian roulette variance reduction techniques
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2.3 GEANT4 – Serpent
As to model the radiation transport through the collimator system, two simulation packages
were utilized representing an idealized experimental setup consisting of a fuel rod, a collimator
and HPGe detector. The Serpent 2 (beta edition) Monte Carlo Reactor Physics Burnup
calculation code [8] was used for the determination of the fuel rod source spectrum and
specifically of the gamma emitters, their energies and their absolute intensity (photons/s). The
Serpent 2 code was also used to characterize the HPGe intensity signal in relation to the
collimators slit width and height dimensions, as well as to characterize the performance of
structures that could be placed along the slit (i.e. a cavity) and presumably increase the detectors
peak-to-total spectrum signal ratio.
Serpent was initially released in 2009 as a reactor physics code and from 2015, in addition to
neutron calculations in reactors, it has also been expanded to photon radiation transport physics
applications and as a result more capabilities were added on it. However, the variance reduction
techniques that are offered are limited and still under development. For this reason, the shielding
problem concerning the length dimension design of the collimator that demands the utilization
of these techniques was approached with GEANT4 [10] using the importance sampling
(population control) variance reduction method [12].
2.4 Photon Interactions
The short wavelength (high frequency) γ-ray electromagnetic radiation can interact with matter
in three main ways [16]:
i) Photoelectric Absorption
ii) Compton Effect (Incoherent Scattering)
iii) Pair Production
In the Photoelectric Absorption interaction mechanism, the γ-ray transfers its entire energy to
an electron of the absorber material and disappears.
The energy that the electron (Ee-) obtains from the γ-ray is given from:
𝐸𝑒 − = 𝛦𝛾 − 𝐸𝑏 (Equation 3)
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Where Eγ=hf is the γ-ray energy and Εb is the binding energy of the electron to the atomic shell
it comes from.
The photoelectric absorption dominates in low energies and the cross section (σpa) of this
interaction mechanism is:
𝑍𝑛

𝜎𝑝𝑎 ∝ 𝛦3.5

(Equation 4)

𝛾

Where Z is the atomic number and n=4-5 depending on the energy region studied.
The Compton Effect (Incoherent Scattering) is an interaction where a γ-ray transfers a part of
its energy to an electron and then this electron and the γ-ray scatter in different directions. The
energy of the scattered γ-ray is given from the conservation of energy as:
𝐸𝛾𝑖

𝐸𝛾𝑠 =
1+

𝐸𝑖𝛾

(Equation 5)

2 (1−cos(𝜃))

𝑚0 𝑐

Where 𝐸𝛾𝑖 the energy of the incident γ-ray, 𝐸𝛾𝑠 the energy of the scattered γ-ray and θ the angle
between the line of the scattered and the projection of the incident γ-ray.
The Compton effect decreases with the energy increase and its cross section (σce) is proportional
to Z:
𝜎𝑐𝑒 ∝ 𝛧 (Equation 6)
The Pair Production happens near an atomic nucleus when the incident γ-ray has at least double
electron rest-mass energy. After the interaction, the γ-ray is disappeared and an electronpositron pair is created. These particles are emitted in opposite directions.
𝐸𝑒 − + 𝐸𝑒 + = 𝛦𝛾 − 1022 𝑘𝑒𝑉

(Equation 7)

Where Ee- is the electron energy, Ee+ is the positron energy, Eγ is the incident γ-ray energy and
1022 keV is the rest mass energy of two electrons. The cross section of the pair production (σpp)
is proportional to:
𝜎𝑝𝑝 ∝ 𝑍 2

(Equation 8)

The total cross section is the sum of all the three interaction mechanisms:
𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜎𝑝𝑎 + 𝜎𝑐𝑒 + 𝜎𝑝𝑝

(Equation 9)
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The intensity of the γ-rays inside an absorber is determined according to the Beer- Lambert's
law as:
𝐼 = 𝐵(𝑥, 𝐸𝛾 )𝐼𝑜 𝑒 −𝜇𝑥 (Equation 10)
Where I the intensity of the γ-rays after the passage through matter, Io is their initial intensity,
μ [1/cm] the linear attenuation coefficient and x [cm] the length the γ-ray traversed in the
absorber material. The term B(x, Eγ) is called buildup factor and it is defined as the total number
of photons contributing to a point over the number of unscattered photons there. The buildup
factor is depending on the detector type (if only direct gamma radiation is measured the buildup
factor is not used), on the length of the material and on the incident photon energy. It can be
omitted in case the incident to the absorber γ-rays are collimated into a narrow beam. In other
cases, i.e when γ-rays are emitted by a fuel rod in various directions and angles, it should be
taken into consideration [16], [17].
2.5 HPGe Detectors
In the current thesis a High Purity Germanium (HPGe) detector tally was used as to capture the
spectrum of different fuel rods. Specifically, it was examined if a cavity structure along the
collimator slit could enhance the peak-to-total ratio (counts under a specific photopeak over the
total number of counts in the spectrum) for short- and long-cooled fuels improving the GET
device performance.
A HPGe detector is going to be used in the GET system planned at Uppsala University, because
of the advantages offered by this kind of detectors. HPGe detectors are made of a germanium
crystal that has a relatively high atomic number (Z=32), which means that the impinging γ-rays
interact easier with the detector material compared to other detector types made of a lower Z
material. HPGe detectors offer great energy resolution, due to the small amount of radiation
that is needed to create an electron-hole pair, which practically means that different photopeak
energies close to each other can easily be resolved, since the energy distribution around the
centroid of the photopeak is narrow (about 1 or a few keV FWHM). This is an important feature
in complicated spectra such as the ones of used fuels considered in this thesis, where there are
many photopeaks coming from various gamma emitters [16].
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3. Modelling and Geometrical considerations
3.1 Gamma spectra from nuclear burnup history
In order to investigate how the collimator materials and the slit dimensions affect the detector
response concerning the photopeaks and the total spectrum of the detector intensity signal, the
γ-ray transport from the fuel to the detector needed to be modelled. For this purpose, the Serpent
2 and the GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation codes were used. As to find the collimator
specifications that offer the best balance between the inter-connected objectives explained in
Table 1, three representative γ-ray spectra were produced by solving the Bateman equation for
the nuclear burnup, using Serpent 2 [18].
The first two cases (case 1-2, Table 3) represent a low burnup case with short cooling time, but
with radically different linear heat rates (LHR=134 W/cm and 250 W/cm). These cases were
selected, since in short cooling times the stronger gamma-emitters are short-lived radionuclides
and they are affected not only by the burnup, but also by the LHR. The examination of these
cases aimed at finding the needed change at the length of the collimator material, for the
different LHR values, as to eliminate the leaking background radiation. The case 3 (Table 3)
was selected in order to examine a typical situation of a high burnup and long cooling time.
This case was mostly used as a source when examining the photopeak-to-total ratio change for
radically different slit characteristics and when simulating the response of a collimator cavity
structure inserted along its slit length.

Table 2. Fuel pin specificattions
Fuel Pin Characteristics
r1 (cm)
0.410
r2 (cm)

0.418

r3 (cm)
0.475
Pitch (cm)
1.6
Fuel
UO2
Enrichment
5% 235U
Coolant
Water
Coolant Temperature (K)
600
Fuel Temperature (K)
900
Cladding
Zircalloy
Area: r2-r1, fill gas at 25 bar Helium

Table 3. Burnup history, cooling time and LHR in three fuel cases examined
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The simulated model includes an infinite in height two-dimensional pin lattice representing a
reactor core fueled by UO2. The lattice and the fuel pin were constructed according to the
characteristics in Table 2 and they are depicted in Figures 2-3:

Figure 3. Fuel pin lattice.

Figure 2. Fuel pin close-up (not
to scale).

The above geometry (Figures 2-3) was implemented in the GetEmissions MATLAB® function,
which is a function that combines a burnup depletion calculation and a photon radiation mode
as to produce a fuel source gamma spectrum. Specifically, GetEmissions is a custom-made
MATLAB® function that utilizes Serpent 2 in consecutive runs to model the nuclide
composition following depletion of nuclear fuel in a reactor and the γ-ray spectrum and intensity
from the resulting radionuclides following the nuclear burnup and the cooling time [9].
The fuel rod source spectra produced (Table 3) for energies between 0.2-2.5 MeV are presented
in Figure 4-6. They represent with lines the fuel rod source energy distribution, as absolute
intensities of discrete characteristic γ-ray energies. It is worth mentioning that a recorded by a
detector experimental spectrum is affected also by other features, such as photopeak broadening
and the Compton continuum, based on the way radiation is detected from the detector device.
Most importantly, the photons can undergo interactions (Compton Scattering) already from
their way from the source to the detector, and they may deposit only a fraction of their energy
in the detector when reaching there.
For the first two cases (Table 3, Figure 4, 5), the 140La/140Ba photopeak at 1.596 MeV, which is
a high energy and the second most intense γ-ray at energies greater than 0.2 MeV is denoted
with orange color. The burnup history and the cooling time in these cases were selected such,
as to create a scenario of a very intense γ-ray spectrum. It is assumed that if the collimator
material is capable of preventing leaking radiation emitted by these spectra (with high energy
intense gamma emitters), then it will also be able to prevent radiation emitted by fuel rods of
17

higher cooling times (Figure 6,

137

Cs peak denoted with orange color), where the gamma

emitters absolute intensities are reduced due to radioactive decay.

Figure 4. Case 1: Absolute source intensity as a function of
energy (low burnup, low CT, low LHR, fuel rod source spectrum
normalized to a 50 cm rod)

Figure 5. Case 2: Absolute source intensity as a function of
energy (low burnup, low CT, high LHR, fuel rod source spectrum
normalized to a 50 cm rod)
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Figure 6. Case 3: Absolute source intensity as a function of
energy (high burnup, high CT, high LHR, fuel rod source
spectrum normalized to a 50 cm rod)

3.2 Collimator materials and lengths
The general geometry that was considered as to start designing the collimator is presented (not
to scale) in Figure 7.

Figure 7. General geometrical setup (not to scale)

Figure 7 shows in two dimensions a fuel rod that is a cylinder parallel to y-axis, a collimator
and its slit that both are cuboids and the HPGe detector that is a cylinder parallel to z-axis. The
variables shown in Figure 7 are explained in detail in every case examined.
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For the evaluation of the required collimator shielding thickness, the source was considered to
be a 50 cm height (h2) and 0.41 cm radius (r1) cylinder representing the fuel rod. It can be noted
that the 50 cm height is small as compared to typical commercial nuclear fuel rods. However,
it is relatively large compared to test rodlets typically used in irradiation test facilities, which is
the type of facility under consideration in this work. GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulations were
performed defining energies emitted isotropically by the fuel rod, based on the energies shown
at the fuel spectra presented in Figure 4-5. Eventually, the total number of γ-rays that can be
traversed through the collimator material and reach the detector surface was calculated
according to the geometry shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Geometrical consideration in GEANT4 with
geometry splitting- Russian roulette (stripe pattern in
the absorber)

Figure 8 shows how the model utilizes the geometry splitting (stripe pattern) and Russian
roulette variance reduction methods, further explained in section 2.2. As to test the leaking
radiation of the collimator absorber material, the collimator slit was omitted from the GEANT4
simulation. Consequently, the collimator was just an absorber block and in the following
calculations it is simply called absorber (height=200 cm, width=200 cm, length (l) was varied,
while keeping s (fuel rod to collimator distance) and d (collimator to detector distance) distances
constant). In all GEANT4 calculations the Fuel Rod-Absorber and the Detector-Absorber
distances are preserved constant and equal to s=5 cm and d=1 cm respectively. The height (h1)
and width (w) were selected to be very long in order to prevent radiation leakage around the
absorber in the simulation.
The absorber is divided into slabs (stripe pattern presented in Figure 5). Every slab starting from
right-to-left is assigned an importance value. The importance values are increased by a factor
20

of 4 (1,4,16…) in each consecutive slab. The last absorber slab follows one more slab called
detector slab (DS) defined with vacuum and has the same importance value with the HPGe
detector (D) volume. All the other regions in the geometry are defined with vacuum and have
an importance value equal to 1.
When applying the geometry splitting/Russian roulette the number of photons was kept almost
constant from the source to the detector. For this reason, preliminary analysis was performed
as to find the optimum slab thickness that balances the number of absorbed γ-rays in one slab
with the number of γ-rays that are created in the next slab so that the distribution of photons
along the absorber remains flat (as it is recommended [14]). The composition and the density
of the three materials examined (densimet, lead and 316 stainless steel) are presented in Table
4 and the different slab lengths that were used for the three absorber materials are shown in
Table 5:
Table 4. Materials definitions for the GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation

3

Mass Fraction

Density (g/cm )

316SSteel
8.00
C: 0.00041
Si: 0.00507
P: 0.17
S: 0.00015
Cr: 0.17
Mn: 0.01014
Fe: 0.669
Ni: 0.12
Mo: 0.025

Lead
11.34
Pb: 1

Densimet
17.60
W: 0.93
Fe: 0.03587
Cr: 0.03413

Table 5. Slab lengths for different materials when the importance increased by a factor of 4

Materials
Densimet
Lead
316SSteel

Slab length (cm)
1.61-1.69
2.45-2.47
3.74-3.82

The slab lengths for every material and the final absorber length were calculated for a fuel rod
that emitted γ-rays at 1.596 MeV. Defining the whole fuel spectrum (all gamma emitters) as a
source would be a more realistic case, but it would in parallel make inefficient the variance
reduction techniques used (geometry splitting/Russian roulette). This would happen, because
the slab length offers adequate particle splitting only for a specific narrow energy range. Other
for instance lower energy ranges, defined together with the higher ones, would attenuate more
rapidly and they would finally not reach the detector. In this example, the variance reduction
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would work only for a narrow high energy range. Consequently, defining the whole spectrum
would not give the correct leaking background radiation contribution to the detector for all
energies.
As to deal with this problem, the very intense

140

La/140Ba photopeak at 1.596 MeV was

considered as a representative energy for the fuel cases shown in Figure 4-5, because it
combines the properties of being a high energy and one of the most probable for emission from
the fuel. Therefore, it is considered likely to be the least attenuated and the one that reaches
further in the absorber material. However, all emitted energies have a non-zero contribution to
the detector. For this reason, in the results section 4.1, the contribution of the most intense γrays is in addition checked, as to see if they affect the results significantly. For these tests, the
slab length was again adjusted according to the energy under study, i.e. for low energies the
absorber is divided into smaller slabs as to compensate the attenuation due to the absorber
material.
The shielding performance for the material densimet that is the one that requires the minimum
length to limit the number of leaking photons was in addition examined for a more intense
gamma spectrum (Figure 5, case 2, Table 3). This spectrum was more intense, since the LHR
that the reactor was run was bigger than in case 1 (Table 3). The absolute intensity of the shortlived radionuclides, in contrast with the long-lived ones, is affected significantly by the change
of the LHR.
The number of γ-rays (entries) entered the detector volume was normalized according to the
absolute intensity, the number of primaries of the simulation and the weight of the particles
entered the detector volume (D) determined according to the importance value there (Equation
2) as 1/imp. The uncertainties were estimated by running the same input file for 20 different
random number seeds and using the mean and the standard deviation resulting from these runs.
Finally, two Physics Lists that both include the major electromagnetic radiation interaction
physics processes were tested: the FTFP_BERT and the Shielding. Both gave the same
simulation results within the MC statistical uncertainty, but the FTFP_BERT performed the
simulations faster in agreement with the reference [19]. For this reason, the FTFP_BERT was
used for all simulations.
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3.3 Collimator slit dimensioning
As to start with the collimator slit design, the slit length was set equal to the length of the
absorber simulated in GEANT4 so that it limits the leaking background radiation at the detector
surface under 1 photon/sec (this limit selected for the scope of this thesis). It was found that 33
cm of densimet material limits adequately the leaking radiation at the detector for all cases in
Table 3. These specifications (material and length) were kept fixed for the investigations of the
slit height and width, for which the simulation was performed in Serpent 2. Simulations with
this Monte Carlo code were also performed as to examine the dependence of the total fuel
intensity signal at a plane at the end of the collimator slit, when varying the collimator length.
A section of the geometry is presented in Figure 9. It includes the fuel rod cylinder (right), the
collimator with the slit (center) and the HPGe detector (left). The HPGe specifications are
provided in Table 6. The crystal outer radius area is filled with germanium and the inner radius
is defined with vacuum. The collimator is made of densimet and the fuel rod (h1=50 cm and
r1=0.41) contains the isotopic composition resulting from the three different fuel cases in Table
3. The slit and the rest geometry are also defined with vacuum.
Table 6. HPGe detector specifications

Detector specifications Dimensions (cm)
HPGe Crystal Outer Radius
4
HPGe Crystal Inner Radius
0.7
HPGe Crystal Length
9

Figure 9. Geometry in Serpent 2 (slit is inserted)
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The Serpent 2 radioactive decay source card was utilized for these photon transport simulations
[20]. As to reach statistical convergence the feature of a bounding box (“source semi-biasing
technique”) around the fuel rod gamma source was used. This box increased the sampling
efficiency by rejecting the sampling in irrelative volumes of the defined geometry and focusing
only on the source area. Following a sensitivity analysis, the size of this box was decreased to
the level that it offered the quicker statistical convergence (in less computational time) at the
detector tally, but without affecting any contributing factor there.

Figure 10. Depiction of penumbra and umbra regions (Not to scale).

For instance, it included the so-called penumbra and umbra (Figure 10) areas, which are areas
of the fuel rod that are not facing the collimator slit, but they are able to contribute radiation to
the detector location. Specifically, penumbra is the area that is not in front of the collimator slit,
but still contributes radiation directly to the detector. Umbra is the area that is not in front of
the collimator slit and contributes radiation to the detector passing through collimator material.
Τhis can happen if the γ-rays are emitted under an angle that can pass the whole slit and/or a
small piece of the collimator material without being absorbed. Thereafter, all the results were
normalized to the activity of a 50 cm height fuel rod.
Finally, it is not only the Compton scattering in the detector material that can affect the γ-ray
spectrum features, but it is also the Compton scattering in the collimator material from the
uncollimated γ-rays. For this reason, it was investigated if an extra structure (which is called
here cavity) along the slit could possibly affect the detector gamma spectrum by reducing the
contribution of the scattered flux component at the detector location. Specifically, it was
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examined how a cavity changes the scattering location by impacting the peak-to-total spectrum
ratio. Different cavity lengths along the slit were investigated. In this thesis is presented the
results when the cavity was placed near the fuel rod, because it was assumed that near the fuel
more radiation can enter the cavity. The spectra of the Figure 4 and Figure 6 (cases 1, 3 in Table
3) were defined as source. A section of the geometrical arrangement is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Geometry in Serpent 2 (cavity inserted).
With yellow color is drawn the HPGe detector,
with green the collimator, with red the fuel rod
and the black color represents the vacuum.
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4. Results
4.1 Collimator material and length investigation
The slit length and the collimator material were determined by means of GEANT4 simulations.
The materials that were examined were the densimet, the lead and the 316 stainless steel (316S
Steel). Table 7 and Figures 12-14 present the number of γ-rays (entries) leaked from the
collimator material and reached the detector, for different length values for a fuel rod (h1=50
cm and r1=0.41 cm) emitting isotropically the

140

La/140Ba photopeak at energy 1.596 MeV

according to fuel of the case 1 (Table 3). The uncertainty was calculated by taking the mean
value and the sample standard deviation (according to Equations 11, 12) when changing the
number of the random seed and repeating the same simulation 20 times for every different
collimator length.
𝑥̅ =

∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑥𝑖

(Equation 11)

𝑁

2
∑𝑁
𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 −𝑥̅ )

𝜎𝑥̅ = √

𝑁−1

(Equation 12)

Table 7. Number of entries in the detector for different length values and materials (Case 1-Table 3)

316SSteel

Lead

Densimet

Materials Length (cm) Entries (photons/s) Uncertainty (photons/s)
25.00
239.00
14.00
27.00
42.80
2.64
29.00
9.19
0.46
31.00
1.46
0.07
33.00
0.26
0.01
40.20
26.00
1.59
42.00
9.65
0.83
44.10
2.72
0.57
46.55
0.63
0.06
49.00
0.16
0.03
65.00
11.42
0.82
68.00
4.04
0.29
69.00
2.48
0.14
70.00
1.50
0.08
72.00
0.79
0.07
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Figure 12. Number of entries as a function to the absorber length for densimet

Figure 13. Number of entries as a function to the absorber length for lead

Figure 14. Number of entries as a function to the absorber length for 316 Stainless Steel
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The Figures 12-14 are fitted (Method used: Chi-square minimization Root [21]) with the
function: 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑒 (𝑝0 +𝑝1 ∗𝑥) , where p1 is the slope and p0 the constant shown in the figures. The
material that offers the best shielding with the less length is the densimet. Table 8 shows the
required densimet length according to the fitting model solving for three different levels of
entries (1-10-100 photons/s).
Table 8. Densimet length according to the fitting model for different levels of entries (1-10-100 photons/s)

Material: Densimet
Entries (photons/s) Thickness (cm) Uncertainty (cm)
100
26.06
0.40
10
28.76
0.42
1
31.46
0.44

According to Table 8, it is demanded (31.46±0.44) cm of densimet as to have 1 photon/s
reaching the detector surface from the collimator material. Consequently, as to have less than 1
photon/s contributing to the detector from other places than the slit opening, the collimator
length was selected to be constant and equal to 33 cm, when performing the slit width and
height dimensioning simulations.
As it has been aforementioned (section 3.1), the short-cooled fuels are dominated by short-lived
gamma emitters, which due to their short half-life are affected by the LHR the reactor was run.
For this reason, it is presented in Table 9 the densimet length variations for a fuel rod emitting
the 140La/140Ba photopeak at 1.596 MeV according to case 2 (Table 3)
Table 9. Number of entries for densimet (case 2)

Length (cm)
25.00
27.00
29.00
31.00
33.00

Material: Densimet
Entries (photons/s) Uncertainty (photons/s)
449.60
26.04
80.35
4.95
17.30
0.91
2.75
0.12
0.48
0.03
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Figure 15. Number of entries as a function to the absorber length for densimet.
Comparison between low and high LHR (case 1, 3 [Table 3])

Based on Table 9 and Figure 15, it is proven that for case 2 (Table 3) where the reactor was run
in a high LHR, again densimet of length 33 cm limits the number of γ-rays reaching the detector
through the collimator material under 1 photon/s. When the LHR is doubled then the emissions
of the short-lived radionuclides are also doubled, but the 33 cm is still limiting the unwanted
leaking radiation under 1 photon/s.
Concluding about the collimator material:
Densimet was considered as the superior material for the collimator construction of the GET
instrument, because it requires the less material length for equal shielding efficiency. Based on
this, the collimator length dependent objectives ii, iii given in Table 1 are satisfied. 316 stainless
steel and lead were also examined as to make a quantitative estimation of the required collimator
length also for lower density materials.
All the above simulations were executed defining as a source a fuel rod emitting the 140La/140Ba
photopeak at energy 1.596 MeV. As it has been explained in section 3.2, the whole fuel
spectrum cannot be defined as a fuel gamma source, when using the variance reduction methods
of geometry splitting/Russian roulette. For this reason, the most significant contribution to the
leaking radiation was assumed that is coming from the strong emitting radionuclide 140La/140Ba.
An analysis of the contribution of other strong candidate energies was also performed.
Table 7 shows that 33 cm of densimet limits the leaking radiation that reaches the detector to
(0.26±0.01) photons/s. It was found that the contribution of the 30 most intense γ-ray energies
up to 1.6 MeV do not change the number of the leaking photons within two digits precision.
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Specifically, the contribution of the most intense 95Nb photopeak (E= 0.766 MeV, I=1.22*1013
photons/s) is about 0.0006 photons/s. However, the most significant contributions come from
some of the high energies between 1.7-2.4 MeV, even if their emissions are lower than the ones
of the

140

La/140Ba photopeak. The following Table 10 shows the most significant impact of

these energies to the contribution value provided using only the 140La/140Ba photopeak.
Table 10. Contribution of energies in the high energy range between 1.7-2.4 MeV to the unwanted leaking
background radiation.

Radionuclide
135

I
I
132
I
132
I
132
I
132
I
144
Pr
140
La
135

Energy (MeV)
1.706
1.791
1.921
2.000
2.087
2.223
2.186
2.348

Iabs (photons/s)

Contribution (photons/s)

4.00E+10
7.54E+10
8.81E+10
8.11E+10
1.83E+10
8.46E+09
4.45E+10
1.00E+11
Total Contribution

~0.001
~0.008
~0.010
~0.027
~0.008
~0.004
~0.031
~0.100
~0.189

As it can be observed in Table 10, the total contribution of the high energies between 1.7-2.4
MeV to the unwanted leaking background radiation calculated for the 140La/140Ba photopeak is
about 0.19 photons/s. Consequently, for 33 cm of densimet the total number of photons that
reach the detector is ~0.45 photons/sec (0.26±0.19 photons/s). Even if the contribution of the
high energies is important, the order of magnitude of the leaking radiation remains the same
and it is also under the rate of 1 photon/s. It is also worth mentioning that the high energy (and
the total spectrum) emissions are decreased with the cooling time as it can be seen in the Figure
6, which means that long-cooled fuels would require even less shielding.
4.2 Collimator slit dimensions investigation
Having defined the collimator material and length, the slit width was varied between 0.01-0.07
cm keeping constant the height at 1 cm. In these simulations, the source defined in the fuel rod
was the total spectrum Figure 4 (case 1-Table 3). The following Figure 16 and Table 11 show
how the total intensity signal at the end of the collimator slit (slit signal) changes as a function
of the slit width (objective i, ii, iv given in Table 1).
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Table 11. Signal at the end of the slit for different slit widths

Slit length: 33 cm, Slit height: 1 cm
Width (cm)
Slit signal (cps)
Uncertainty (cps)
0.07
1.19E+06
5.68E+04
0.06
8.22E+05
4.71E+04
0.05
5.73E+05
1.96E+04
0.04
3.67E+05
2.51E+04
0.03
2.05E+05
9.10E+03
0.02
9.37E+04
9.18E+03
0.01
2.60E+04
3.38E+03

Figure 16. Slit signal as a function of the slit width

The Figure 16 is fitted (Method used: Chi-square minimization Root [21]) with the function:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑝0 ∗ 𝑥 2 , where p0 the constant. As it is sensible, for zero slit width this model predicts
that the signal becomes zero. According to reference [22], a HPGe detector can process about
5*105 low energy cps and 105 high energy cps (objective iv given in Table 1). From Table 11,
the signal becomes less than 5*105 for the slit widths of 0.04 cm and less. The GET instrument
planned at Uppsala University aims at optimized spatial resolution. It is also going to include a
segmented HPGe detector, where every segment will be in front of one slit [23]. Depending on
the number of segments the count rate that the detector will be able to handle without being
saturated will be adjusted appropriately by decreasing the height of the slit.
Below is shown the way the change in height impacts the signal at the end of the collimator
slit. The dimension of the slit length is kept constant at 33 cm and the slit width at 0.07 cm,
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while the height varies between 0.2 cm and 1 cm. Figure 17 and Table 12 show how the total
signal at the end of the collimator slit changes as a function of the slit height.
Table 12. Intensity signal at the end of the collimator slit for different slit heights

Slit length: 33 cm, Slit width: 0.07 cm
Slit height (cm)
Slit signal (cps)
Uncertainty (cps)
1.0
1.19E+06
5.68E+04
0.8
7.48E+05
2.76E+04
0.6
4.08E+05
2.01E+04
0.4
1.86E+05
1.07E+04
0.2
4.57E+04
5.27E+03

Figure 17. Slit signal as a function of the slit height.

Figure 17 is fitted (Method used: Chi-square minimization Root [21]) with the function:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑝0 ∗ 𝑥 2 , where p0 the constant. As previously when changing the slit height and keeping
constant the width and the length there is a quadratic dependence.
Below is presented how the intensity signal changes as a function of distance. Keeping constant
the fuel rod to collimator distance at 5 cm, the slit height at 0.5 cm and width at 0.07 cm, the
total spectrum signal (Figure 4 fuel used) was examined by changing the collimator length. The
results are presented in Table 13 and Figure 18.
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Table 13. Slit signal for different densimet collimator lengths and fixed slit height (0.5 cm) and width (0.07 cm)

Slit height: 0.5 cm, Slit width: 0.07 cm
Collimator length (cm)
Slit signal (cps)
Uncertainty (cps)
21
7.59E+05
3.61E+04
31
3.17E+05
2.43E+04
41
1.96E+05
1.46E+04
51
1.20E+05
1.12E+04
61
6.97E+04
7.10E+03

Figure 18. Total spectrum signal (spectrum obtained from case 1 [Table 3]) as a function of distance between the
fuel rod and the collimator end

Figure 18 is fitted (Method used: Chi-square minimization Root [21]) with the function 𝑓(𝑥) =
𝑝0 ∗ 𝑥 𝑝1 resulting in
𝑓(𝑥) = 2.431 ∗ 109 ∗ 𝑥 −2.479.
4.3 Collimator cavity structure investigation
Using the spectra of Figure 4, 6 (case 1, 3 –Table 3) that represents a low and a high burnup
case with short and long cooling time respectively, it was investigated if a cavity (cuboid shape)
placement along the collimator slit length would increase the photopeak-to-total spectrum ratio
(objective iii in Table 1). For this purpose, a pulse height tally was defined at the HPGe detector
crystal (Figure 11 (left)).
The first two strongest emitters for the short-cooled fuel case, the 95Nb (t1/2: 34.991 (6) days)
and the 140La/140Ba (t1/2: 1.6781 (3) days/ 12.752 (3) days) with energies 0. 766 MeV and 1.596
MeV respectively were compared in three investigations. The slit dimensions were kept
constant: height= 0.8 cm, width=0.04 cm, length= 33 cm. The height and width were selected
so that the detector count rate will be under 5*105 cps. In the first investigation there was no
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cavity. In the other two cases the cavity was placed 0.5 cm from the collimator aperture from
the fuel rod side (Figure 11 (right)). The cavity specifications are presented in Table 14 and the
results showing the photopeak count rates and the peak-to-total spectrum ratio in Table 15 and
Table 16.
Table 14. Cavity specifications (cavity is placed near the fuel rod).

Cavity
Width (cm)
0
3
3

Investigations Length (cm)
1
0
2
4.5
3
9.5

Height (cm)
0
3
3

Table 15. Peak-to-total ratio for 140La/140Ba
Investigation 140La/140Ba peak (cps)
RE
1
7.76E+03
9.66E-02
2
9.67E+03
1.01E-01
3
1.42E+04
1.25E-01

Total spectrum (cps)
RE
2.14E+05
1.84E-02
2.49E+05
1.97E-02
3.16E+05
2.66E-02

140

RE
La/140Ba peak/total (cps)
3.62E-02
9.84E-02
3.89E-02
1.03E-01
4.50E-02
1.28E-01

Table 16. Peak-to-total ratio for 95Nb
Investigation
1
2
3

95

Nb peak (cps)
9.72E+03
1.04E+04
1.58E+04

RE
8.64E-02
9.03E-02
1.19E-01

Total spectrum (cps)
RE
2.14E+05
1.84E-02
2.49E+05
1.97E-02
3.16E+05
2.66E-02

95

Nb peak/total (cps)
4.54E-02
4.18E-02
5.00E-02

RE
8.83E-02
9.24E-02
1.22E-01

It is observed that for the short-cooled fuel there is no difference for the peak-to-total ratio when
inserting a cavity in the collimator neither for the

140

La/140Ba nor for the 95Nb photopeak for the

given statistical uncertainty (1σ). Differences are observed only on the photopeak absolute
intensities (cps). When importing a cavity, the photopeak intensities are increased, as well as
the total spectrum cps, because the collimator shielding is decreased and becomes less effective.
The first strongest emitter for the long-cooled fuel case, the 137Cs (30.08 (9) yrs) with energy 0.
662 MeV was also compared in three investigations. The slit dimensions were kept constant:
height= 0.8 cm, width=0.07 cm, length= 33 cm. Here the slit width was increased compared to
the short-cooled fuel analyzed previously, as to increase the detector count rate, which for the
long cooled-fuel is lower. In the first investigation there was no cavity. In the other two cases
the cavity was placed again 0.5 cm from the collimator aperture from the fuel rod side (Figure
11 (right)). The results showing the photopeak count rate and the peak-to-total ratio are given
in Table 17.
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Table 17. Peak-to-total ratio for 137Cs
Investigation
1
2
3

137

Cs peak (cps)
2.18E+03
2.50E+03
3.38E+03

RE
2.43E-02
2.66E-02
2.28E-02

Total spectrum (cps)
RE
4.68E+03
1.66E-02
5.42E+03
1.81E-02
7.07E+03
2.66E-02

137

Cs peak/total (cps)
4.65E-01
4.61E-01
4.78E-01

RE
Uncertainty (cps)
2.94E-02
1.37E-02
3.22E-02
1.48E-02
3.50E-02
1.68E-02

Again, here as previously the cavity introduction does not affect the peak-to-ratio within the
given statistical uncertainty (1σ). It is additionally observed that the

137

Cs photopeak cps are

the 46-48% of the total spectrum cps. This is attributed to the fact that in the long-cooled case
(Figure 6) the fuel emissions are dominated by the long-lived

137

Cs radionuclide, in contrast

with the short-cooled fuels (Figure 4-5). In these fuels there is no such a dominating
radionuclide, but there many dominating radionuclides of the same emission rate.
A final investigation, where the peak-to-total ratio of the

137

Cs for radically different slit

dimensions follows. Two cases are demonstrated:
i) height= 0.8 cm, width=0.07 cm, length= 33 cm (aspect ratio: 11.43)
ii) height= 2 cm, width=1 cm, length= 33 cm (aspect ratio: 2)
Table 18. Peak-to-total ratio of the 137Cs for radically different slit dimensions
Investigation
i
ii

137

Cs peak (cps)
2.18E+03
1.67E+06

RE
2.43E-02
2.37E-03

Total spectrum (cps)
RE
4.68E+03
1.66E-02
3.65E+06
1.61E-03

137

RE
Uncertainty (cps)
Cs peak/total (cps)
4.65E-01
2.94E-02
1.37E-02
4.59E-01
2.87E-03
1.31E-03

Table 18 shows that the peak-to-total ratio remains the same for the statistical uncertainty (1σ)
for the two different slit sizes under study.
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5. Conclusions-Discussion
In the current thesis, the design of the collimator of a GET system was studied via Monte Carlo
simulations. Using GEANT4 the collimator slit length and material were determined. The
densimet, the lead and the 316 stainless steel materials were examined. For the analysis of this
deep γ-rays penetration problem the geometry splitting/Russian roulette variance reduction
techniques were required. It was found that 33 cm densimet can limit the unwanted γ-rays
reaching the detector under 1 photons/s for a freshly irradiated fuel test case.
These investigations were performed defining as a source a very intense for a short-cooled
spectrum

140

La/140Ba photopeak of 1.596 MeV. This compromise of not using the total fuel

spectrum as source is based on the fact that geometry splitting/Russian roulette can work only
for a specific energy range for each simulation. This happens because different geometry
splitting is required for different energies (and different attenuation values) as to have a flat
photons distribution throughout the collimator. However, the contribution of other energies was
studied. It was concluded that the result for all energies of the fuel under study up to 1.6 MeV
agree with the resulting leaking radiation value found for the 140La/140Ba photopeak. The most
significant contribution comes from the higher energies (1.7-2.4 MeV range was examined).
However, the leaking background radiation from these candidates remains under the level of 1
photon/s.
Even if the densimet material satisfies the objectives ii and iii given in Table 1, because the
least shielding length offers the possibility of placing the detector closer to the fuel, other
materials were also examined. These studies aimed to the determination of the unwanted
leaking background radiation for lower density materials, which can possibly be used in future
projects with different prerequisites. These materials can be preferred for example because of
their lower price, easier manufacturing, or when studying only long-cooled fuels that they have
low emission rates.
The intensity signal at the end of the collimator slit was examined for a slit width between 0.010.07 cm and for a fixed height of 1 cm. A quadratic dependence of the intensity slit signal was
found. The same order dependence was observed when the slit width was kept constant at 0.07
cm and the slit height was varied between 0.2-1.0 cm. Moreover, the collimator slit length for
the densimet material was also varied as to capture the slit intensity signal behavior. It was
found that it is decreased according to the function: 𝑓(𝑥) = 2.431 ∗ 109 ∗ 𝑥 −2.479 .
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Finally, it was attempted to increase the peak-to-total spectrum ratio resulting from the
collimator slit by inserting a cavity along its axis. These trials aimed at reducing the Compton
scattered flux component from the slit by changing the scattering location in the collimator, due
to the cavity introduction (material decrease). Both long-cooled and short-cooled spectra were
tested, but no significant difference was noticed for the statistical uncertainty (1σ) between the
collimator with and without the cavity. In particular, the application of the cavity feature on the
collimator rose the photopeak counts, which might be expected since the shielding became less
effective, but it at the same time rose the total spectrum counts preserving constant the peak-tototal ratio. In this project a cavity placement near the fuel rod was considered, because this
region is exposed to more radiation than the near the detector region. Further investigations
could be performed where the cavity would be placed near the detector region, since removing
collimator material there could also change the γ-ray scattering location to a non-contributing
one.
In addition, it was found that the peak-to-total ratio remains the same for the statistical
uncertainty (1σ) for the same energy, for significantly different slit widths and heights.
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6. Outlook

The purpose of this thesis is to enhance the process of characterization of the GET instrument
planned at Applied nuclear physics division at Uppsala University, by designing the collimator
part.
The Monte Carlo simulation data are going to be utilized from members of the fission
diagnostics and safeguards group dealing with Gamma Emission Tomography issues.
Specifically, they are going to be compared with models based on analytical calculations. In
parallel, it is going to be performed a benchmarking with other simulation codes, such as the
MCNP (Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code) [24].
Finally, the design of an instrument that has optimized spatial resolution while maintaining
acceptable data collection rate and operating within the count rate capabilities will be
performed. In this process, predicted performance of various collimator options can be
evaluated based on the results from this thesis.
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Appendix
Example of a Serpent 2 input file (with cavity inserted):
MATERIALS--------------------------------------------%UO2
mat myfuel -10.500000 vol 26.405086253422 rgb 200 0 100 %3.379851040438
vol 2.1124069002738
92238.09c
0.95
92235.09c
0.05
8016.09c
2.0
%lead shielding
%mat lead -11.34 rgb 0 200 10 %vol 840000
%82000.05p
-1
%densimet
mat densimet -17.6 rgb 0 200 150
74000.05p -0.93
28000.05p -0.03413
26000.05p -0.03587
mat germanium -5.323 vol 438.5349185 rgb 240 240 100 % density g/cc
438.54
32000.05p
-1
SURFACES--------------------------------------------surf
surf
surf
surf
surf
surf
surf
surf

frod cylx 0 30.41 0.41 -25 25
univ sph 0 0 0 50.5
col1 cuboid
-25 25 -25 25 -8 25
col2 cuboid
-0.5 0.5 -0.005 0.005 -8 15
col3 cuboid
-1.5 1.5 -1.5 1.5 15 24.5
col4 cuboid
-0.5 0.5 -0.005 0.005 24.5 25
ge
cyly
0 -13 4 -4.5 4.5
borehole cyly
0 -13 0.7 -4.5 4.5

CELLS--------------------------------------------cell
cell
cell
cell
cell
cell
cell
cell
cell

c1 0 void -univ
ge frod col1
c2 0 outside univ
c3 0 myfuel -frod
c31 0 void -col2
c33 0 void -col3
c34 0 void -col4
c4 0 densimet
-col1 col2 col3 col4
c5 0 germanium -ge borehole
c6 0 void
-borehole

SOURCE--------------------------------------------set rfr -8352.04 "LWRfunc2.txt.wrk"
set nps [total number of particles] [number of batches]
src 1 p sg -1 1 sx -5 5 sy -0.411 0.411 sz 29.999 30.821
%set gbuf 10
set tpa
0 4E-10
1
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vol

1
2000
set bc 1
%DETECTOR------------------------------------------ene edist 2 1 0.001 4
ene edist2 2 4000 0.001 4
det
det
det
det

hpge1
hpge2
hpge3
hpge4

dc
dc
ds
ds

c5
c5
ge
ge

de edist dr -27 germanium
de edist2 dr -27 germanium
-1
1

LIBRARIES--------------------------------------------set
set
set
set

acelib "/path/to/sss_jeff31u.xsdata" "/path/to/photon_data_name "
declib "/path/to/sss_endfb7.dec"
pdatadir "/path/to/photon_data"
nfylib "/path/to/sss_endfb7.nfy"

PLOTS--------------------------------------------plot
plot
plot
plot

2
3
1
1

600
600
800
600

600
600
800
800

2 -50 50 -50 50
2 -15 15 -15 15
2 -50 50 -50 50
0.5 -50 50 -50 50
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